
How to Model Light Sources in 
TracePro



Question:

What types of light sources can 
you model in TracePro?



Answer:

Pretty much anything.



Examples
•LEDs
•OLEDs
•Arc lamps
•Filament lamps
•Lasers
•Fluorescent lamps
•HID lamps
•Sun
•Sky
•Fire
•Fluorescence



Types of Light Sources in TracePro 

•Grid Sources

•File Sources

•Surface Sources

•Bitmap Sources



Grid Sources
Best for:
•Planar sources that have a well defined boundary
•Sources that emit in a Lambertian or uniform manner
•Monochromatic and polychromatic sources

Considerations:
•Not the best option for a 3-dimensional source
•May not be able to model more complex angular 
distributions

Examples:
•Fiber optics
•Laser diodes



Grid Source - Laser Diode Example



Grid Source - Laser Diode Example



File Sources
Best for:
•Planar and 3-dimensional sources
•Sources that emit in complex angular distribution patterns
•Sources that can be modeled monochromatically
•Sources that have lenses and structural elements

Considerations:
•Defined monochromatically
•Not a good choice if emitted light will interact with source

Examples:
•LEDs
•Luminaires



File Source – LED Example

Osram Golden Dragon Plus LED Monochromatic



Example of File Source or Ray File Data

•Can be 1 million+ lines long
•Monochromatic only



Example of Emitted Light Interacting with 
Source

•Some of the light 
emitted by the LED 
is totally internally 
reflected by the 
lens

•Ray sorting feature 
in TracePro® is used 
to show rays that 
are hitting the 
LED’s lens dome

•Approximately
0.1% of initial flux 
is impinging back 
on the source

Small percentage of rays shown



Surface Sources
Best for:
•Detailed source models
•Sources that emit in complex angular and spectral 
distribution patterns
•Where modeling the interaction of light with the source 
structure is important

Considerations:
•Models can be more complex to make
•Need accurate material and surface properties

Examples:
•LEDs
•Lamps such as arc and filament
•Complete optical systems



Example of Surface Source Property Data

Emission can vary as a function of:
•Temperature
•Wavelength
•Polar Angle
•Azimuth Angle

Note:
Units should be consistent.
If spectrum is defined in 
radiometric units then 
emission should be as well.



Surface Source – LED Example

TrueColor display 
possible because of 

spectral
distribution in 
Surface Source 

Property

Osram Golden Dragon Plus LED



Bitmap Sources

Best for:
•Making TracePro File Sources from image file formats 
such as BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, and MOV

Considerations:
•Resulting File Sources can be very large

Examples:
•Tracing images through systems in TracePro



Bitmap Sources

Bitmap image and Bitmap Source Utility is used to create a 
File Source for TracePro

Object

Lens system in TracePro

Image


